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Objective

If there was one app that you would love to have, what would it be? 
What would it do? What purpose would it serve in your life? What 
needs would it meet?

Use at least 2-3 ideation techniques to develop as many different ideas possible for an 

app that suits your life. Your ideas do not need to be within the same genre. They also 

don’t need to be thoroughly fleshed out. In Ideation, shoot for quantity over quality. 
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The Current Scenario

Navigating the Shanghai Food Scene 
Shanghai is the second largest city in the world, extremely cosmopolitan with a massive 

food scene. Like many foodies, I spend a lot of time researching restaurants and recipes 

so that I can make the most out of every meal I have. Life is too short for bad meals— 

especially when your time in a place is limited. I currently use a mix of apps and WeChat 

groups to help track everything I want to try. But, the resources are segregated and its 

difficult to juggle them all. 

PROBLEM STATEMENT  

Tracking all the food I want to try of have tried is a challenge for me because I have to 

use several resources to cover my needs. 
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Landscape Analysis
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Instagram
•  An app I already use, so searching for food 
 influencers and restaurants on here is convenient

• Highly visual with great imagery

• Easy to find influencers you can trust and who’s 
 recommendations you want to take

• Once you find the influencers, its easy to go back and 
 see updates from them

• A great place to document my own journey with 
 images, thoughts, and tags

What’s working?

Landscape Analysis
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Notion
•  An app I already use, so managing food lists on here 
 is convenient and easy

• Can customize my foodie list to incorporate whatever 
 details matter to me through tags and comments

• Can “timestamp” when I visited so I build a timeline of 
 where and when we visited places

• It’s personal. Don’t need to share with the world and it 
 can function as my own resource

• Can share with my husband so we can both manage the 
 list together

• Works on desktop and mobile. Very mobile-friendly 
 which makes it easy to reference from anywhere

What’s working?

Landscape Analysis
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Centr Fitness
•  Train, Eat, Live. Provides valuable content for all factors 
 of my life

• For those days I want to cook at home, provides great 
 and tasty recipes with all types of cuisines

• Provides health information with recipes

• Plenty of filtering options to help me find a recipe  
 that’s right for me

• Can add certain workouts, meditations and meals to  
 a daily planner so my whole week of health and meals 
 can be customized and planned ahead

• Grocery shopping lists can be made within app  
 for recipes I want to make

What’s working?

Landscape Analysis
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Dian Ping
•  Although an incredibly valuable resource with a huge 
 audience of reviewers, photographs and every 
 restaurant in China, it is only in Mandarin

• There isn’t a way to translate content in app, so you 
 have to screenshot page, upload to google translate and 
 highlight sections for translations. This process is slow 
 and tedious

• The iconography is not always clear, so trying to 
 navigate with visuals only is challenging

• The maps are also in Mandarin, so its also complicated 
 to try to find where in the city a restaurant is located 
 going off characters alone

• Would be such a valuable tool for expats as well as locals 
 if there was a multi-lingual option. Expats are definitely 
 missing out on this one

What’s not working?

Landscape Analysis
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Bon App
•  Can’t share lists with other people

• Can’t create personal tags for lits

• Small selection of restaurants—not even close to being 
 comprehensive or robust

• Not many reviews 

• Only western restaurants—very few local,  
 Chinese restaurants on here

• Filtering is not reliable

What’s not working?

Landscape Analysis

vs
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Point of View Statement

Expat foodies in Shanghai need to discover, save and share 
great eats easily because there are so many ways to find 
restaurants that it becomes difficult and time-consuming 

to sort through. 
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How Might We Statements

HOW MIGHT WE...

1.  improve the process of deciding what to eat?  
2. build an all-in-one foodie community in Shanghai?
3. help foodies throughout the foodie experience?
4. unite the local and foreign foodie community in Shanghai?
5. help foodies build a library of their foodie resources?
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Ideation Methods
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TIME LIMIT  10-15mins

PURPOSE    

A mind map is a web-like diagram that explores all 

ideas behind a central question or topic. My goals with 

creating this mind map was to get a lay of the land of 

apps I use with food-related purposes. What do they 

have in common, and what are their unique points of 

differentiation?

RESULTS 

The mind map helped me see exactly how different each 

app was and how there were individual purposes each one 

served. It helped me identify some features I would like to 

incorporate in an all-in-one foodie app.

How might we improve the process  
of deciding what and where to eat?

IDEATION METHODMind map
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01  LOCAL RECIPES 

Want to try making something with local flair? Browse a 

wide selection of recipes, with pictures and names of all the  

ingredients so you know what to pick up next time you are 

at the grocery store. 

02  COOKING CLASSES 

Want to learn how to cook certain dishes with a group 

and a professional? Find and book a cooking class in your 

neighborhood, but make sure to read the reviews first! 

03 FOOD DELIVERY  

No need to discover restaurants and order delivery in two 

different apps. Do both with just a few clicks. 

04 EMBEDDED TRANSLATIONS  

Tap into the community at large with in-app 

translation capabilities. The foodie community will 

become one despite speaking different languages.  

05 INFLUENCERS AND FOLLOWERS  

Found a good recommendation from someone in the 

past and want to see more of their suggestions? Follow 

them like you would an influencer on Instagram, and 

get notifications when they review a new place. 

06 RECOMMENDED SECTION 

Based on your favorite influencers, recipes and 

restaurants, the app will make recommendations for 

you.

Ideas from Ideation

IDEATION SOLUTIONSMind map
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IDEATION METHOD

TIME LIMIT  5mins

PURPOSE    

Sketch storming is like brainstorming but uses visuals 

instead of words to convey ideas. I hoped this method 

would help me imagine my app more vividly than words 

and lists could do alone. 

RESULTS 

This exercise had me rapidly draw ideas, with each idea 

leading to another. I generated several ideas quickly, and 

the focus on visuals made the exercise feel more fun.  

Sketch storm

How might we help foodies build  
a library of their foodie resources?
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01  FOODIE LISTS   

Create and customize your own food-related lists. Name 

them, organize them, and tag them to your liking. Make 

them public or keep them private. Invite friends to view 

and contribute.  

02  FOODIE TIMELINE 

Track your foodie journey with a date-stamped timeline. 

Check in home-made meals, delivery and restaurants all in 

one place. Include your own reviews and pictures. Re-order 

delivery with just a few clicks. Share reviews with friends or 

keep private. 

03  FOODIE AUTHOR  

Write reviews, rate restaurants and recipes, follow foodie 

influencers and build your own following too.  

04 FOODIE FACTS   

The app uses machine learning to help find interesting 

insights about you. Your likes and dislikes, favorite cuisines, 

restaurants and meals. It builds a “picture” of you based on 

your food journey.

05  FOODIE PLANNER   

Meals for the week can be planned within the app. Cooking 

on Monday, happy hour on Tuesday and trying that 

new restaurant on Friday? You can customize your meal 

schedule within the app and share with friends.  

06  INGREDIENT IDENTIFIER   

At the grocery store and curious about what a certain 

vegetable is? App can identify by image scanning, and 

provide recipes for how to use it.   

Ideas from Ideation

IDEATION SOLUTIONSSketch storm
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IDEATION METHOD

How might we help foodies  
throughout the foodie experience? 

Storyboard

TIME LIMIT  15-20mins

PURPOSE    

A storyboard explores a scenario and visualizes the key 

moments within the narrative. My goal was to examine 

scenarios throughout the foodie process of discovery, 

saving and experiencing a new restaurant to determine 

what opportunities exist within the journey.  

RESULTS 

This exercise helped me imagine the scenario more clearly 

and identify opportunities for action. 
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01  TAGGING CUSTOMIZATIONS  

Customize tags with their own names and colors. This 

allows you to save and sort your content how you want to. 

02  SHARING NOTIFICATIONS 

When you updated a shared list, other members of the list 

can get notifications. 

03  PERSONAL MESSAGING 

You can share a restaurant or recipe with a friend and 

add a personal message to it as well. Messaging helps 

keep foodie conversations inside the foodie  

eco-system. 

04 SOCIAL SHARING  

When you check in at a restaurant and take pics or 

write reviews, you have the option of posting not only 

in the foodie app but on other social media channels as 

well. One post can be published on multiple platforms 

including Instagram and WeChat. 

Ideas from Ideation

IDEATION SOLUTIONSStoryboard



Thank you.


